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LIPSCHITZ CONVERGENCE OF RIEMANNIAN
MANIFOLDS

R. E. GREENE AND H. WU

Let # s <g(n,A,8O9Vo) be the set of all connected compact C°°
^-dimensional Riemannian manifolds with |sectional curvature | < Λ2,
diameter < 80, and volume > Vo. The main result of this paper is that
this class ^ has certain compactness, or more precisely, precompactness
properties. The class # consists of only finitely many diffeomorphism
classes so the precompactness properties can be thought of as dealing
with the set of metrics satisfying the class # requirements on a fixed
differentiate manifold. The main theorem of this paper is then that a
sequence of such metrics always has a subsequence which, after applica-
tion of suitable diffeomorphisms of M, converges to a limit metric. The
regularity of the limit can be taken to be C l α , for all a with 0 < a < 1
and the convergence to be in the Cι'a norm.

In [12], M. Gromov stated, in terminology that will be explained in a
moment, a striking convergence theorem concerning the class V defined
above (Theorems 8.25 and 8.28 of [12]):

(*) Given a sequence {Mι: I = 1,2,3,...} in #, there exists
a subsequence {Mk} and a Z>u-Riemannian manifold
M such that {Mk} converges to M in the Lipschitz
distance.

Here a Cu-manifold is by definition a Cx-manifold with coordinate
transition functions having Lipschitz continuous first derivatives (note
that the notion of Lipschitz continuity used here is that of Euclidean
space to Euclidean space, so no choice of metric is involved). A Z) u -
Riemannian manifold M is a Cu-manifold with a continuous Riemann-
ian metric having the additional property that, for each point x in M, the
distance function px determined by the metric is C1 (within the cut locus)
and that the derivatives of px are Lipschitz continuous with a Lipschitz
constant that is independent of the point x. The Lipschitz distance
dL(Mv M2) between two homeomorphic compact metric spaces Ml9 M2

is defined to be the infimum of
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where / ranges over the homeomorphisms of Mx to M2 and by definition,

dil/= s\ipd(f(x1)J{x2))/d(x1,x2)

where the supremum is taken over all xl9 x2 ^ M, xx Φ x2?
 a n d di l / " 1 is

defined in the obviously analogous way. Two non-homeomorphic compact
metric spaces will be considered to have Lipschitz distance + oo from each
other.

Note that what we called Du-Riemannian manifold in the above is
our ad hoc terminology for what Gromov calls a "C u-Riemannian
manifold." The latter terminology is unfortunate since such a Riemannian
manifold need not, by definition, possess a Cu-Riemannian metric tensor.
Note that in this notion of Lipschitz convergence, the underlying C0 0

structure of the manifolds plays no role whatever; only the underlying
metric space structure enters into the discussion.

The result (*) implies the finiteness theorem of Cheeger [5] and Peters
[17] via the result of Shikata [18]: with convergence as in (*), [18] implies
that all but a finite number of the Mk are diffeomorphic to M so that the
Mι could not have been mutually nondiffeomorphic. The most remarkable
part of (*) is the assertion of convergence: By Shikata [18], the conver-
gence of {M k ) to M with respect to dL implies that, for all large enough
k, M is (C 1 ) diffeomorphic to Mk\ it would then be natural to treat
metric convergence by looking for C^diffeomorphisms fk: M -* Mh such
that, if g and gk are respectively the Riemannian metrics of M and Mk,

then {f*gk} converges uniformly to g on M. Now, by Ascoli's Theorem,
the convergence of {fkgk} to g would necessarily take place (for some
subsequence) if the coefficients of the f*gks were uniformly bounded and
equicontinuous. Since |sectional curvature| < Λ2, Λ independent of /c, the
uniform boundedness of the coefficients in exponential normal coordi-
nates follows from the Rauch Comparison Theorem. However, to achieve
equicontinuity in these same coordinates, one needs something like a
uniform bound on the first derivatives of f*gk\ such a bound would seem
to require a uniform bound on the coυariant derivative of the curvature
tensors of the (Mk,gk)\ cf. Kaul [16] and the example in [14]. Such a
covariant derivative bound is an assumption which has been studiously
avoided in the discussion thus far!

In [12], Gromov gave an outline of an argument to justify (*). Since
then, Katsuda [15] has supplied details to all the parts of Gromov's
outline except one: it remains unclear that the Hausdorff limit of a
sequence in <€ must possess a Z>u-Riemannian structure. (We are in-
debted to Professor T. Sakai for pointing this out to us.) More precisely,
the proof of 8.25 in [12] has been shown by Katsuda to be entirely correct,
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but the proof of 8.27 in [12] remains unclear. In the meantime, Berger [1],
Katsuda [15] and Brittain [4] have made use of (sometimes an even
stronger version of) the statement (*) to prove generalized pinching
theorems. In particular, the arguments of Berger [1] would seem to require
that the Riemannian metric of M in (*) is at last C1, whereas a priori the
metric of M is only continuous.

The main purpose of this paper is to clarify this situation by proving
in detail a stronger version of (*), by argument along lines completely
different from Gromov's original scheme. The precise theorem we shall
prove is as follows:

THEOREM. Given a sequence {Mι: / = 1,2,3,...} in <€ and an a e
(0,1), there exists a subsequence {Mk) together with a C™-manifold M on
which is defined a Cι'a-Riemannian metric such that {Mk) converges to M
with respect to the Lipschitz distance.

The result of Shikata [18] again implies that all but a finite number of
the Mk are diffeomorphic to M. The diffeomorphisms are in fact con-
structed explicitly in our proof of the Theorem without appeal to [18]. By
choosing successive a converging to 1 and repeatedly passing to subse-
quences, and applying the standard diagonal argument, one can deduce,
from the Theorem as stated, the slightly stronger corollary:

COROLLARY. Given a sequence {Mι: I = 1,2,3,...} in ^ , there exists
a subsequence { Mk) together with a C™-manifold M on which is defined a
metric that is ClyOί for every a e (0,1) such that {Mk} converges to M with
respect to the Lipschitz distance.

Both in this Corollary and in the Theorem, a Cloί-metric is by
definition a metric with gtj coefficients of that regularity; the metric
regularity is thus not defined in terms of the distance function directly as
in Gromov's definition of Du-Riemannian manifold. S. Peters has shown
(preprint) that C l α is optimal here. He has also shown (independently of
the present authors) the validity of the Theorem above (preprint, to
appear Compositio Math.). For the chronology of these events, see the note
at the end of this section.

The Theorem and a fortiori the Corollary suffice for the needs of
Berger [1].

We shall employ the basic theorems on harmonic coordinates due to
Jost-Karcher [14]. Basically, our proof consists of reworking Peter's proof
of the finiteness theorem [17] using "harmonic balls" in place of geodesic
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balls. In the process, we give yet another proof of the finiteness theorem,

although we should point out explicitly that for the finiteness theorem

itself, our proof does not yield more information than [17]. Throughout

the proof of the theorem given below, we make implicit use of the

following result of Cheeger [5]: there is a positive constant z0 =

io(n9 Λ,δ 0 , Vo) such that each M e # possesses an injectivity radius

> / 0 .
It should be mentioned that the original D u assertion of Gromov in

(*) follows immediately from our work. Indeed, the proof of the Theorem

(see the end of §2 below) shows the limit metric g on M to be the limit in

the C l o -norm of a sequence of C°°-Riemannian metrics gk on M such

that (M9gk) is isometric to Mk for each k. By the Hessian comparison

theorem, the Hessian D2pk of the distance function pk of gk is uniformly

bounded (in a small neighborhood of each point) by a constant depending

only on Λ. By Ascoli's theorem, a subsequence {pk} must converge

uniformly to a Cu-function p'. However, since gk -> g in the C lαί-topol-

ogy and g is C1'", the limit of the distance functions of gk equals the

distance function of g. Thus the distance function of g must be p', which

is C u . (The reader should take note that we are here essentially repeating

part of the proof of 8.27 in [12].)
After the completion of the research of this paper in May of 1985,

there appeared the research announcement of O. Durumeric ([8]) which

seems to prove, assuming the validity of (*), that the metric of M in (*) is

in fact C 1 (rather than just C°). This would also, suffice to justify the

arguments in Berger [1]. It must be emphasized that, precisely because of

the difficulty concerning the proofs previously suggested for (*), our proof

of the Theorem stated starts from scratch and does not rely on any of the

arguments of Gromov [12] or Katsuda [15].

In the Differential Geometry Workshop held in May of 1985 at the

Mathematical Sciences Research Institute of Berkeley, we circulated an

earlier version of this paper (which differed from this version only in

minor details of exposition). On that version, Jeff Cheeger made the

comment that the proof of Theorem 2.5 in the joint paper [6] by himself

and Gromov would also suffice to prove 8.25 of [12] and, in particular,

also the finiteness theorem in the form proved by Peters [17]; this then

overlaps the paper [15] of Katsuda. (We wish to remark that if the

relevance of [6] to the convergence theorem has escaped the attention of

most people, it is because Theorem 2.5 of [6] is a technical result

imbedded in a long paper which does not mention in either its title or its

introduction anything about the finiteness or convergence theorem.)

Cheeger also pointed out that Theorem 2.5 of [6] should also suffice to
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prove a stronger version of (*) with C O α (a < 1) regularity of the limit
metric. As pointed out above, C O α (a < 1) regularity is not adequate for
applications. Furthermore, the only way known to us at the time of the
Workshop to complete the C O α argument was to repeat the argument of
this paper, with harmonic coordinates replaced by another kind of coordi-
nates. Also during that Workshop, C. Pugh outlined an elementary
method to get at the D11 statement of (*). Subsequently, he carried the
method to completion and, in the process, showed a second way to prove
the above-mentioned C O α (α < 1) regularity of the limit metric by using
Theorem 2.5 of [6]. See his forthcoming paper entitled: "The C 1 1 conclu-
sion in Gromov's theory". As already noted, this conclusion follows
immediately from our work.

The idea of using harmonic coordinates, especially the work of Jost
and Karcher [14], for a possible proof of (*) has apparently occurred to
many people. In particular, at the July 1984 geometry meeting at Luminy,
France, organized by M. Berger, approaching the convergence theorem
through harmonic coordinates was the subject of considerable group
discussion. The first-named author, who participated in these discussions,
expresses his gratitude to the others who did so also and in particular to
H. Karcher for his explanations of the harmonic coordinates construction
in [14]. Both authors, however, feel that the Luminy participants should in
no way be held responsible for any errors that may occur in the proof
given below because the evolution of ideas has taken us a considerable
distance from the approaches contemplated in that meeting.

Note As mentioned above, the present manuscript differs only slightly
from the version distributed in May, 1985 in the Differential Geometry
Workshop of MSRI (Berkeley); it was put in final form in July, 1985 and
mailed to other workers in this field. We received the preprint of S. Peters
on the convergence of Riemannian manifolds in May, 1986.

1. Harmonic coordinates. A coordinate system {(A1,..., hn)} defined
on an open subset of a Riemannian manifold M is called a harmonic
coordinate system if and only if ΔA' = 0, i = 1,2,..., n. For each point x
in M, there is always a harmonic coordinate system defined on some
neighborhood of x; according to Bers, John, and Schechter [2, p. 228], one
can choose harmonic functions defined locally near x with h(x) and
dh(x) both prescribed (cf. Greene-Wu [9, 10]). We shall need, however, to
have much more detailed information than simply this existence state-
ment. In particular, we shall need among other things control over the size
of the coordinate neighborhood. The following specific result will be
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needed for our purposes:

(**) There exist positive numbers Ro = RQ(n9 Λ , δ 0 , Vo) and C =

C(w, Λ, δ 0 , VQ, a) such that, for each M G # and x G Λf, there

is a harmonic coordinate system {hι: / = 1,2, . . . ,w} on

B(x, Ro) satisfying

llfty I U - < c

where

norm is taken in the /zz coordinates. (Hereafter, a is always

assumed to satisfy 0 < a < 1.)

Note that in geodesic coordinates, the Rauch Comparison Theorem

gives a bound

| | g l 7 | | < C ( / i , A , δ 0 , K 0 ) ,

but there is no bound available on the derivatives of the g i y 's so (**) is a

gain of (1, a) derivatives. The fact that harmonic coordinates are best for

estimates of this type was originally pointed out by de Turck and Kazdan

[7]. The important point that a precise (1, a) estimate exists on balls of

fixed radius is due to Jost and Karcher [14]. We briefly recall some facts

from [13] and [14].

Given m G M and u G Mm with \u\ = 1, we first define the almost

linear function lu(x) = l(x) associated with u as follows: Let

r(x) = d(x,m),

p(x) =

q(x) =

then set

^{d2(x,q(x)) - d2(x,p(x))).

In R", lu would be the linear functional determined by inner product with

u. If {u l 9..., un) is an orthonormal basis of Mm and Z 1 , . . . ,/" are the

associated almost linear functions, then {/\...,/"} gives local coordi-
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nates on a ball of fixed radius which depends only on the four standard

parameters n, Λ, δ0, Vo. Call this radius p; then on the geodesic ball

B(rn, p) we solve the following Dirichlet problem for each i = l,...,n:

ΔA< = 0 in dB(m,p)

These n harmonic functions {A1,. ..,A"} are a coordinate system on

B(m,p) when p(w,Λ,δo,Fo) is taken to be sufficiently small. By letting
R o = 2P (f°Γ example), the estimate in (**) above would be valid.

Another property of these harmonic coordinates {A1,..., A"} crucial

for our purpose is the following: if / is a harmonic function defined on

B{m,ρ), then in B(m, p/2),

ω
C"

where C* is a constant depending on p, n, Λ, δ 0, Vo and α, and as in

(**), the Cα-norm is taken in the {A'} coordinates.

For later reference, we now state and prove the following elementary

fact.

LEMMA. Suppose f: Rn -> Rπ is C0 0, /(0) = 0, f=(fl9...,fn) are

such that for all x G B(0, p) the L2-norrn of df satisfies \\dfx - I\\ < 1/ ]/ΰ;

then f is a diffeomorphism on 2?(0, p).

Proof of the Lemma. The fact that \\dfx - I\\ <\/4n for all x e

5(0, p) implies that \dft{x)\ <\/yfn for all / and x G 5(0, p). Now we
set

A(p\. ..,

for /j1,...,p" e 5(0,p); here df^p1) means ί//j evaluated at />\ not

applied to ?1. Then | M ( / , . . . , / ? " ) - 7|| < 1. Thus Λ(/?\.. ., />") is in-

vertible. But if x, x1 e 5(0, p), then there exist p1, ...,p" e 5(0, p) such

that

by the Mean Value Theorem. The matrix A being invertible and x - x1

Φ 0 then imply that f(x) - f(xι) Φ 0. D
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2. The proof of the convergence theorem. To prove the convergence

theorem (the Theorem as stated in the introduction), we shall use special

coverings of the manifolds by open sets that are balls in certain harmonic

coordinate systems. The first order of business is to establish the defini-

tion and basic properties of these balls and coverings by them. The proof

proper of the Theorem begins later in the section.

Given M e tf= #(/!, Λ, δ0, Vo) and m^M, let

be a positive number such that on B(m, Rλ) there is a coordinate system

of almost linear functions {/\ ...,/"} corresponding to an orthonormal

basis {vv. ,.,un] of Mn. We shall put successive restriction on Rλ in the-

following discussion.

Recall from [13] and [14] that if vt(x) denotes the parallel translation

of vλ to x via the radial geodesic joining m to x, then, for all / and all x

in B(m, Rλ),

(1) |grad/<(*)-»,(*)! <

where r(x) = d{m,x). In particular,

|grad/'(*) - *,.(*)

where C^AR^ denotes a constant depending only on Λi?, which re-
mains bounded as Rλ -> 0+. Our next requirement on i?x is that for all /,

and all x G 5(m, i?x),

(2) Igrad/'W-i ^ J l ^ l / i i .

Yet another requirement of Rλ is that there exists on B(m,R1) a

harmonic coordinate system {A1,..., /*"} obtained by solving the Dirich-

let problem

Specifically we have estimates

(3) |A'"- /'"|

(4) I g r a d A ' X x ) - ^ ) ! < C3(/i, ΛΛjΛ2/?2.

Also, by the Lemma of §1, we see that {A1,..., A"} would be a coordinate

system in B(m, Rλ) if we had |grad(/z' - / ' ) | < 1/n. So we require

(5)
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It is a straightforward continuity argument to see that there is a
(unique) point mf e B(m, Rλ) with h\m') = 0 for all i = 1,2,..., m.
Define for each p < 0 the sets in B(m, Rλ)

H(m',p) = Ix e B{m,Rλ): Σ W{x)]2 < P2

^ i

LEMMA 1. Let λλ = {yfn - \)/n e (0,1). Then for each Rλ satisfying
(2) and (5), the set H(m',p) is disjoint from dB{m,Rx) if p < λ1i?1.

. Let / = yJΣiitif. We shall show that / > λ ^ on

which will then prove the Lemma. Let fλ = yΣ, (Z7)2 It suffices to show
that fx > XXRX on dB(m, Rx) since hι = V on 3£(m, i?1). Let γ: [0, Rλ]
-> J?(m, i?x) be a normal geodesic such that γ(0) = m and γ(i?x) = x G
dB(m, RJ. Since Σ7 (γ(0), ̂ > 2 = 1, there is some; with (γ(0), Vj)2 > 1/n.
For this j9 since lJ(m) = 0,

for some t0 e [0, JRJ. Also, for all

|<grad/>,γ(0>| =|<^(γ(0),

J I
I/Λ «

by (2). (We have strict inequality because either (γ(0), u( )
2 = \/n for all /

or (γ(0), Vj)1 > \/n for some j . In the latter case, we are done. In the
former case, we get strict inequality from the Schwarz inequality). Hence

•

When H(m\p) is disjoint from dBim^R^, we call H(m\ρ) a
harmonic ball associated with B(m, Rλ). In this case, B(m, Rx) is consid-
ered to come equipped with harmonic coordinates constructed in the
specific way described.

We shall need to shift from metric balls to harmonic balls and
vice-versa. Lemma 1 shows one direction to be possible. The following
lemma gives the other direction.
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LEMMA 2. Let λ2 = 1 - \/n e (0,1). Then for all positive p < XλRv

the ball B(m\ λ2ρ) is disjoint from dH(m\ p).

Proof. Recall that on B(m, Rλ) if g = ΣhJgudhιdhJ then

|g l7 - δ / y | < Λ C 4 A 2 Λ 2 / ( 1 - πQΛ2/?!2)

for some constant C4(«,Λi?1), which remains bounded as Rx -> 0. We
now require in addition to previous requirements that Rλ be sufficiently
small so that on B(m, R^:

" M 2(6)

for all i, j . The Schwarz Inequality shows:
1/2 1/2

-\x\
n ' '

so that

^ g '7 I n
Hence any curve from mf to dH(m\p) has length > (1 - l/n)p =
λ 2p. D

LEMMA 3. , mr) < (1 - λ1λ2)i?1.

Proof. By Lemma 2, B(m\λιλ2Rι) is disjoint from 3iy(/w', X ^ )
and by Lemma 1 H(m\ X ^ ) is itself disjoint from dB(m, Rλ). D

From now on, a harmonic ball H(m\p) will always be a harmonic
ball associated with some B(m,Rλ). We now impose one more require-
ment on Rλ: From (3), we have that on B(m, Rλ)

\ti - V\ < ( Q Λ 2 / ? ! 2 ) ^ .

The new requirement is that

(7)

Then

\hi(m)\=\h'(m)-l'(m)\ <
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so that

and hence

m G #(m', Λ ^ ) .

Since H(m\ X ^ ) is a harmonic ball, Lemma 1 implies the following:

LEMMA 4. Every x ^ M is in a harmonic ball H(m\ ^•λ1ϋ1) such that

H(m', λxRλ) is itself a harmonic ball.

LEMMA 5. Let λ3 = n/(n + 1) G (0,1). // H(m',ρ) is a harmonic

ball, then H(m\ p) c B(m\ p/λ3).

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2, the inequality (6) leads to

Sijxx ^ \ ι ^ n )IxI

so that any radial curve (in the harmonic coordinate system) from mf to

dH(m\ p) has length < (1 + l/n)p = p/λ3. D

LEMMA 6. Lei λ4 Ξ ^ λ ^ G (0,1). // H^p^λ^) and

H2(p2,λ4Rι) are two harmonic balls associated with B(mι,Rι) and

B(m2, Rλ) such that Hx Π H2Φ 0, then

Hi(Pi>λM u H2{p2,λM ^ BinitRjnBim^Rj.

Proof. By Lemma 5, it suffices to show that

Let

Then

,m1) < d(x9p2) + d(p2,y) + d{y,px)

< \ARι +(1 - λιλ2)Rι = *!- •
λ 3
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We can summarize the previous discussion as follows: Let λ =
min(λx, λ2, λ3, λ 4), so 0 < λ < 1. Let Rx be sufficiently small in the
sense of the previous requirements (2), (5), (6), and (7). Then

(i) Each harmonic ball H(m\ XRX) is diffeomorphic with 5(0, XR^
c R".

(ii) For each x e M , there is a harmonic ball H(m\ XRλ) with
x <= Hirn'^XRJ.

(iii) If H(m\p) is a harmonic ball, then B(m',Xp) c H(m\ρ) c
B(m\p/X).

(iv) If H(m[9 p) is a harmonic ball in B(mv Rx), H(m'2y p) a harmonic
ball in B(m2, Rx) and if H(m'v p) D H(m2, p) Φ 0,and p < XRV then

H(m[, p) U H(m'29 p) c B(ml9 Rx) Π B(m2, Rx).

We now begin the proof proper of the Theorem. Let R = X4Rx/100,
Given a sequence {Mk} in c€9 let Q(k) be the maximum number of
disjoint harmonic balls of radius R/4 in Mk. By (iii), each such harmonic
ball contains a geodesic ball of radius XR/4 so there are at least Q(k)
disjoint geodesic balls of this radius in Mk. By the standard Bishop-
Gromov packing argument (cf. [12], pp. 65-66), Q{k) is thus bounded by
a constant independent of k. By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we
assume Q(k) = Q e Z+ for all k. Note that <2 has an upper bound
depending only on n, Λ, δ0 and R (see again [12], pp. 65-66).

Now fix k, and let {H(zi9 i?/4)}, / = 1,..., Q be a maximal family
of disjoint harmonic balls of radius R/4.

Claim. { H{zt, R/2X2)}, i = 1,..., Q is a covering of Mk.

Proof of Claim. Suppose not. By (iii), 5(z,, R/2X) c H(zi9 R/2X2)
so that {B(zi, R/2X)} is then a disjoint family of geodesic balls in Mk

which do not together cover Mk. Let x e M, x & union of these geodesic
balls. Then d(x9 z, ) > i?/2λ for all / = 1,..., Q. By (iii) again,
i/(z,, Λ/4) c B(zί9 R/4X) for each /, so that

J?(JC, i?/4λ) Π i/(z7 , Λ/4) = 0 .

Since H(x, R/4) c JB(JC, Λ/4λ) by (iii) again, it follows that H(x, R/4)
Π H(zi7 R/4) = 0 for all i9 contradicting the maximality of the family
{H(zi9R/4)}. D

Now let Ro s R/X2. Then {^(z,., i?0)}, 1 < / < β, is a covering of
M* for each k\ in fact, {H{z^ Ro/2)} is already a covering; and,
moreover, [H(zn λ2i?0/4)}, 1 < / < Q, is a disjoint family. From now on,
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we denote H(zn Ro) c Mk by Ht

k, since dependence on k needs to be
made explicit.

Since the number of Hk, k fixed, is independent of k, we can, by
passing to a subsequence if necessary, assume that, for fixed i and j either
Hk Π Hk = 0 for all k or Hk n /// ̂  0 for all k. We now identify each
H(zi9 3R0/λ) with 5(0,3i?0/λ) in R" via the given harmonic coordinates
in H(z^ 3RQ/λ). Call this identification map

Vl:B(0,3R0/X)-*H(zn3R0/X)

or, if reference to Mk is needed, ηk.
Now suppose Hk D Hk Φ 0 then
(v) Hk U i// c H{zn3R0/X) Π H(zJ93Roλ).

The proof of (v) is the same as (iv), using (iii). Thus we have C°°-embed-
dings

(vi) i,;1 o η.: 5(0, i?0) -^ 5(0,3i?0/λ).
Note that 3i?0/λ < \Rλ so that H(z\3R0/λ) is a harmonic ball, for
every /. We claim further that: There is a positive constant C(n, Λ, δ0, Vo)
such that

(Here α e (0,1) is fixed.) Note that the C°-norm is bounded universally
because η~ι ° >ηi maps into 5(0,3i?0/λ).

The reason that its first derivatives are uniformly bounded is more
subtle: Let the harmonic coordinates of Hι and Hy be, respectively,

{M)A<μ<n a n d {/*;}, \<v<n.

The question is whether the partial derivatives 3/zJ/θ/zf, all v, μ, are
uniformly bounded by some C(n, Λ, δ0, VQ). By (v), the hj are functions
defined on H^z^bR^/X) and on H(zn6R0/λ) the harmonic coordinates
/zf are also valid. Thus the usual Schauder-estimates argument (see (fcj) at
the end of §1) gives the desired bound on partial derivatives on
H(zk, 3R0/λ) and hence on i/(zz, Ro) = Ht. Similarly we get a universal
bound on the Clα-norm

of partials, proving (vii).
By (vii) and the Ascoli Theorem (and by passing to a subsequence if

necessary), we can arrange that, for each fixed pair of indices /, j , the
functions (rf)'1 ° ηk converge:

(viii) (T)*)-1 O ηf Λ v 5(0, Ro) - 5(0, 3i?0/λ).
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By an elementary argument,

(It is very important here that the estimate is independent of /, j \ and k.)
In particular, we have for each fixed /, j and any preassigned ε > 0:

(ix)IK^)-loηf-(iϊi )"loV/llc^<β
for all k, I sufficiently large, say k, I > Nε e Z + . We shall choose ε later
on.

Now let M = MN and M = any one of the Mk 's, k > Nε. Let the
harmonic balls on M and M be {Ht} and {H.}9 respectively. Recall that

#

Define, for each /, a diffeomorphism j{. Hi -> Ht by f( = ηt ° ηj1; then f.
is exactly the identification of the harmonic balls Hi and H. via the given
harmonic coordinates

{ A } , . . . , * ; } and {h),...,h^.

Since Hi U Hj c /^(zy, 3i?0/λ), we may compare the two maps

/;,/,: HiΓ)Hj-*H{zj,3R0/λ).

We claim that relative to the given harmonic coordinates on

{#,}i<(<C? a n d o n iH(zp 3 Λ o / λ ) } i < y < e , there is a Q =
QίA, «, δ0, Vo, Ro, a) such that

(x) M-fjWcfίCi*
where ε is as in (ix). To verify this claim, note first that both /) and f} can
be extended to be defined on Ht U Hj and consider

By definition, we have to show that the Euclidean C2ίt-norm satisfies

1V'/ ° ft ° ϊ?, - Vjl ° fj ° Vi |C2.. ̂  e

(here Q is not needed). But again by definition this equals

so the desired inequality ίoZ Λws from (ix).
We must now show that (x) holds if H(Zj,3R0/λ) is replaced by

.e.,

fi,fJ:Hi-H{zi,3R0/λ).
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In this case,

In view of (vii) and (ix), the inequality

follows from the following elementary observation: If Rm -> Λ" -> i? are

maps with

| | F | | c ^ < ^ and

then (assuming A, B < 1)

(Proof.

| | G o F | | c ° < £ , \\D(GoF)\\co<AB,

\\D2(G ° F)\\co < A2B + AB,

\\D2(G o F) | | c . < ̂ 2 + α 5 + A2B + y41+α5 + AB)

With these preliminaries disposed of, we are now going to construct a
diffeomorphism f:M-*M from the local mappings /) by using the
standard center of mass technique ([11]; [3], [17]). The possibility of doing
so will depend on the ε, and hence JVe, of earlier in this section being
chosen sufficiently small (and large, respectively). To avoid circular rea-
soning, we shall of course choose ε depending only on n, Λ, δ0, Vθ9 Rv

Ro and the various estimation constants already determined. In particular,
ε will not depend on iVε nor M nor M, except inasmuch as these latter two
must belong to ̂ .

To construct the diffeomorphism from M to M, we begin by choos-
ing a partition of unity on M as follows: Take Co°° functions ψ,,
i = 1,2,..., Q such that

0 < ψz < 1,

These conditions can be realized by taking each ψz to be a fixed (indepen-
dent of i) function of Σj(hJ)2 where the Λ's are the harmonic coordinates
associated to the j'th harmonic ball. Now set φi = ψ//(Σy ψ7). The {φ,}
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form a well-defined partition-of-unity, since Σ y ψy > 1 everywhere (be-
cause H(zi9R0/2) is a covering). Also because Σ yψ y > 1 everywhere, it
follows that IIΦ llc** are also bounded by a bound depending only on n,
A, δ0, Vo, Rλ and Ro.

Now we add one more requirement on R: that B(xyl0R0/λ2) is
convex for all x e M, M e #.

We are now prepared to define the diffeomorphism f:M->M out of
the {/)}. Without loss of generality (by renumbering if necessary) we
define f(x) for x ^ Hx with x G Jf̂  n nίϊ/ and x in no other /Γs.
Then

We use the fact that the maps

are enclose (because ε is small; how small is needed will be discussed in a
moment). We set f(x) = the center of mass in M of fι(x),..., f/(x) with
weights respectively φι(x),...,φι(x), i.e., f(x) is the unique point in
B(zv 3i?0/λ2), which contains H(zv 3i?0/λ), such that

(8) Σ Φ Wexp^//*) = 0.

(With i? small, depending only on n, Λ, δ0, VQ, this is well-defined and
depends C00 on x, by standard results [11].) We now assert:

(xi) There exists a positive constant C2 = C2(n, Λ, δ0, Ko, i?0, α) such
that for all jc e M and for all unit ϋ e M~, | ^ ( 6 ) | > C2.

6>/ (xi). We begin with the elementary observation that if we

have C°°-mappings M -+ X X Y -* N between manifolds such that F(m)

= (x, y) and G(x, y) = n and such that for v G Mm9 dF(υ) = (υv v2) G

(X X y ) ( ^ v ) and Gx\ X -* N, G2: Y -+ N are C°°-maρpings defined by

Gλ(x') = G{x\ y), G2{/) = G(xy y') for all xf G X, y' G 7, then

(9) ^ ( G o F ) ( , ) = J G 1 ( ί ; 1 ) - f ^ 2 ( t ; 2 ) .

This is just the chain rule.
Notation as above, fix ί G M and define maps

M^MXM

(TM denotes the tangent bundle of M) by: £,.(JC) = (f(x),fi(x)) and
Ξ(JC1? x2) = exp;i

1x2. Furthermore, let Έ}: M -> ΓAf and Ξ2: M -> ΓΛf
be defined by Ξ^x) = exp"1/^*) and Ξ2(x) = e x p ^ x respectively.
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With δ e M . and \ϋ\ = 1 as given, we have by (9) that

(10) d(Ξ°£.)(β) = dZ}(df(v)) +

Differentiating (8) and using (10), we obtain

(11)

We shall estimate the three sums separately.
We claim that there exists a positive constant C3 = C3(n,A,δ0,V0)

such that if x e M and v e Mx, then:

(12) \dZ}(v)\ < C,\v\-

To see this, let x = /j (Jc) and let γ: [0, i ] -> M be a normal geodesic (i.e.,
|γ| Ξ= 1) such that γ(0) = ϋ. Furthermore, let t/(ί) be the vector field
along γ such that U(t) = exp^x. Then Ξ?(γ(0) ^ ^ ( 0 a n d ̂ ( ι ^ ) =
ί/(0), the latter denoting the initial tangent vector of the curve t -> U(t)
in ΓM. Recall that the Riemannian connection on TM induces an
orthogonal decomposition of each tangent space of TM into a vertical
component V along the fibres and a horizontal component H transversal
to the fibres. Thus relative to this metric on TM:

(13) | ί / (0) | 2 =| ί7(0) / / | 2 +| ί/(0) κ | 2 =!γ(0)[ 2 +| l>^ 0 ) C/| 2 ,

the last equality being a well-known interpretation of the connection D.
Now consider the 1-parameter family of geodesies ζt: [0,1] -» M such that
ζt{s) = expγ( ί )(l — s)U(t), and let T be the transversal vector field of this
family along the base curve ξ0 (which joins x to x). Note that T(Y) = γ(0),
so that

(14) DmU=DτU\,-u-o = ̂ W,-i,,-o = t(l),

where t(s) = D^s)T. We now proceed to estimate |7χi)| by the method
of §6 in Buser-Karcher [3]. By construction, we have

(15) Γ(0) = 0, Γ(0) = rfexpi1 v.

Let E(s) be any unit parallel vector field along f0. Then

(st(s) - T(s),E(s)Y = s(f(S),E(s)) = -S
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because T(s) is a Jacobi field along ζ0. Hence

= f -s(Riτξ0,E),

< A2\\T\\ }to\
2 = A2\\T

where | |Γ| | Ξ= maxo^s^ι\T(s)\. By Rauch's comparison theorem and (15),

we have

sinhΛd(jc,3c) . .

~ sinλd(x,x)

This together with the fact that E(l) is arbitrary show that

\T(l)-T(l)\<Ad(x,x)-

δ 0

A 9 Λ sinh Λδ 0 . . sinh Λδ 0 .
< Λ2g0 . ° • ϋ + . Λ J 8° - ϋυ sin Λδ 0 ' ' sm Λδ 0 ' '

[ , A9o \ s i n h Λ δ o l , , . ,
( l + Λ 2 δ 0 ) . A g - M Ξ c\v\-v υ y smΛδ 0 J

By (13) and (14), we obtain finally

which proves (12).

We next analyze ί/Ξ2(J//(5)). By (x), we see that given εl9 we may

assume that for all unit tangent vectors v in M,

(10) \4fiW ~ 4fj(B)\ < *i

for all / and j , where the inequality is understood in the sense that if

{Λ 1,..., hn} are the harmonic coordinates in B(zv 3R0/λ2), and if
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then Σk(Af — B^)1 < εjj\ This can be achieved by taking ε sufficiently
small in (ix). We now impose an additional condition on the size of Rl9

namely, it should be so small that for all p,q e B(zv3R0/λ2), for all
zx e M, and for all X e Mp9 Y e Mq such that \X - Y\ < ειin the sense
of (16), the inequality

(17) | P Z - P 7 | < ε 2

should hold for a preassigned ε2, where P denotes parallel translation
along the shortest geodesic from p or q to any point x' e B(zl9 3R0/λ2).
This can be accomplished if Ro is sufficiently small (cf. [3], §6.2). The
precise requirement on the size of ε2 will be made presently. In any case,
we have that with x' = f(x)9

P{dft(ϋ))-P(dfj(a))\<ez

holds for all unit vectors v and for all /, j . In view of the known fact that
inside B(x\ R),

(18)

(cf. [3], 6.4.2), where P denotes parallel translation back to x' along the
shortest geodesic, we see that

(19) \da$ϊ(df,(t)) ~

Since Ξ2(x) = exp^jjc, the left side of (19) is just \dEz(df,(v)) -

dΈ2(dfj(v))\. Moreover, we know by (vii) that for some positive constant
C 4 = Q ( Λ , « , δ 0 , F 0 ) ,

\df,(v)\<C4\v\ = C4

for all i. Thus given any ε3 > 0, we may choose ε2 and R to be so small
(but still depending only on Λ, n9 δ0, Vo) that, from (19),

(20) idΞ^dMv)) - dΞ^iv))] < ε3

for all /, j = 1,..., /. Now we claim that there exists a positive integer Φ,
Φ depending only on n, A and δ0, such that for each J C G M , there are at
most Φ of the indices j with the property that φj(x) Φ 0. Indeed, given
any r < δ0, the usual Bishop-Gromov packing argument ([12], pp. 65-66)
shows that there is such a constant Φ with the property that any geodesic
ball B(x9 r) of radius r in M contains at most Φ disjoint geodesic balls of
radius λ4r/8 (λ being as in (i)-(iv)). Now suppose for some j9 φj(x) Φ 0,
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then x e H(zp Ro) c B{zp R0/λ) (by (iii)). This implies H(zj9 Ro) c
B(x92R0/λ). But by the choice of Ro, the {H(zk9 X2R0/4)} are disjoint
and each H(zk,X

2R0/4) contains B(zk9 λ3i?0/4) by (iii) again). Thus for
all these j's with <fy(Jc) =£ 0, the geodesic balls {B(zj9 λ3jR0/4)} form a
disjoint family in B(x, 2R0/λ). By the choice of Φ, there can be at most
Φ of the former, thereby proving our claim.

Now for a fixed /,

so that by (20) and the fact that ΣyΦ, = 1,

(21) - Φε3

Now because of (6), \ΰ\ = 1 implies that 1^(5)1 > C5 for a positive
constant C5 depending only on n, Λ, δ0, Vo, and for all z. Moreover, it
follows from (18) that if R is sufficiently small (the smallness of R being
to insure the smallness of the right-hand side of (18), and hence still
dependent only on n, Λ, δ0, Fo), \dZ2(υ)\ > %\υ\ for all v. Hence

so that if ε3 is chosen to be smaller than \{C5/Φ), we would have from
(21) that

(22)

where we have written C5(«, Λ, δ0, Vo) in place of C5 for emphasis.
We finally deal with the last sum \Σjdφj(v) (Ξ« £,•)(*)! o f ( n ) τ h e

following argument is standard (see [17], for example). By the definition
of {φj}9 there is a constant C6 depending only on n, Λ, δ0, Fo such that
\dφj\ < Cβ/R0 for all j . Furthermore, by (x), ||/ (Jc) - / y ( ^ ) | | c

0 ^ cιε> s o

that by (6), d{fi{x),fj{x)) < CΊ(n, Λ,δo,F
r

o)ε for some constant C7

depending only on the parameters indicated. The center of mass f(x) is
therefore at most of distance C7ε from any of the fx{x),..., ft(x). Hence
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| (Ξo^.)(χ) | = \sxpfl3t)fj(x)\ < C7ε. It follows that if we impose one last

requirement on ε, namely,

Φ Q C 7 '

then we can insure that

(23) Σdφj(Ό) {aoξj){5ί) < |C5(«,A,8O,KO).
j

To conclude the proof of (xi), we combine (11), (12), (22) and (23) to
obtain:

y1 φ (x) dz}(df(v)) > -C — -C = -C
j

Hence (xi) holds with C2 Ξ C5(SC3Φ)-\ D

In the course of proving (xi), we have specified the size requirement

for ε = ε(«, Λ, δ0, Fo). Now fix ε, and fix once and for all M = MN% but

consider M = Mk(k > Nε) as variable, and when k is varying, write

Each / = fk: Mk -> M is an immersion, as noted. In fact, more is

true: each / is a diffeomorphism. To see this, note that, by interchanging

the roles of M and M in the previous discussion we obtain an immersion

fk: M -> M = Mk. The composition / ° /: M -> M is of course also an

immersion and hence a covering map. By construction, this covering is

easily seen to be a homotopy equivalence and hence a diffeomorphism so

that / is also necessarily a diffeomorphism.

The diffeomorphisms {/*} are C2'"-uniformly bounded in harmonic

coordinates. This follows from the facts that the f l 9 . . . , fQ and the

Φv 9 ΦQ are C2'α-bounded and (and this is important) that the center of

mass construction is being carried out on the fixed C00 manifold M with

fixed C00 metric.

We want to analyze the metrics (/"1)*gχ/ on M, For this purpose, we

need to estimate the derivative boundedness properties of f~ι. First, note

that (as usual, in harmonic coordinates):

ί i i f 9 / '= polynomial in < ^77

where {h'} are harmonic coordinates on M, {^) on M, det(df) = the

Jacobian of / relative to h and h coordinates, and the formula itself just
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comes from matrix inversion. Hence

< C(n9A,δ0,V0),
dhι

by the C^boundedness of / and the lower bound (xi) on \\df\\.

By differentiating the expression for

and applying (xi) and the C2'"-estimates of /, we obtain a C2"-bound (in

harmonic coordinates) on /~~\ this bound depending only on «, A, ί0, Ko

and a.

Altogether, we have proved that (fk)~ι: M -> Mk is C 2 "-bounded

relative to harmonic coordinates with a bound independent of k > Nε. Let

gk be the metric of Mk and for convenience write F = (fk)~ι. Then for

each H(zhR) c M, 1 < / < Q, with harmonic coordinates {h ι}:

where Fι = hι(F), {h1} being harmonic coordinates in M = M A . Each of

gk

p dFydhp, dFJ/dhq is bounded in C l α norm by a constant depending

only on n, Λ, δ 0, Fo, and α. Hence by passing to a subsequence <2 times,

F*gk converges to a C l α metric. D
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